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Abstract. A general procedure for modeling stochastic, nonlinear, dynamic processes from time 
series data is proposed. The approach represents a natural generalization of linear autoregres- 
sions. The derivation of a state space representation from the resulting difference-equation 
model is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a wide range of areas, such as physics, biology, engineering, economics, and finance, 
there has been increasing interest in modeling nonlinear dynamic processes. In practice, 
most, dynamic nonlinear modeling efforts have been typically confined to settings where the 
nature of the nonlinearities of the underlying processes are reasonably well understood. Only 
recently have researchers attempted to model nonlinear, stochastic systems where there is 
little known about the nature of nonlinearity. However, parametric modeling efforts are 
often restricted to narrowly defined classes of nonlinearities as is demonstrated by Priestley 
[l], who summarizes recent developments in the nonlinear statistical time series literature. 
Assuming that {yt} is a univariate zero-mean process, a general nonlinear (causal) repre- 
sentation may be given by (see [l]) 
f(Y*,Yt-1, Yt-2,...) = et, (1) 
where (~1) represents a zero-mean, independently, identically distributed (iid) noise process. 
A common approach to modeling {yt} is to assume that f is invertible, allowing us to express 
yt in terms of current and past noise terms, i.e., 
Yt = g(rt, et-l,Cf-2, . ..>. (2) 
A Taylor series expansion of g about the origin yields 
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Yt = c gilct-il + 2 2 !?ilaft-ilct-ia + 2 2 2 gi~asCt-ilCt-iiCt-i3 + . . . , (3) 
il=O il=O ia=O ii-0 io=O ia=0 
which is referred to as the (discrete-time) Volterra series expansion. The infinite coefficient 
sequences {Si,), {gila), {!Jilar_I9.. . are called the Volterra kernels. 
The statistical literature on estimating Volterra kernels from finite samples is very limited 
(see [l]). In practice, the problems associated with infinite-dimensional parameter spaces are 
circumvented by limiting the order of the kernels included to , say, {gi,}, {gill}, . . . , {gi,,...,}, 
k < 03. Since each of these kernel sequences itself is infinite, one either estimates truncated 
versions of the included Volterra kernels or assumes certain smoothness properties, allowing 
us to express the sequences as a function of a finite number of parameters. For example, 
assuming the generating process is a linear autoregressive moving average (ARMA) process 
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implies k = I; and {gi,} corresponds to the coefficients of the moving average representation 
of the ARMA process. 
Specific types of nonlinearities, such as bilinear models (see, for example, [3]) or exponen- 
tial autoregressive models [2] have been proposed in the statistical time series literature, to 
allow for higher-order Volterra kernels, i.e., for t > 1 (see (11 for an overview). However, in 
many modeling situations, there are no convincing reasons why a particular process should 
adhere to these specific nonlinear functional forms. From a practical viewpoint, working with 
these models is far from attractive. The estimation of linear vector ARMA models is already 
a nontrivial task. The estimation multivariate generalizations of exponential autoregressive 
and bilinear models is even less appealing. 
Here we consider a different strategy to modeling nonlinear dynamic processes which 
represents a natural generalization of linear autoregressions. 
2. GENERALIZED AUTOREGRESSIONS 
Letting Yt E E” be a stationary, zeromean vector of variables, we define the following 
process, 
Yt = ‘t + 2 Ai,Yt-il + 2 2 Ai,,yt-i, B yt_it 
i,=l il=l ia=il 
+ 2 2 2 Ai125yt-il @ yt-ia 8 yt-i.q +. . . * 
il=lia=i, i3=ia 
Here Et E E” represents a strictly stationary process of iid random variables; and iis... 
stands for the multi-index iliz. . . ik. 
Assuming that only a finite-order version of (4) will be relevant, we obtain 
Yt = ‘t + 2 k & * *a f: Ail,..,ry~_i,, (5) 
k=l i,=li3=il ih=ik_l 
where 0 5 r s p and yfJi,, := Yt-i, 8 Yt-i, 8 - *. @ yt_i,. If P = p, yt is affected by all mono- 
mials, one can possibly construct from the components of the first p lagged realizations of yt, 
yi,:-j, (i = 1,. . . ,m, j = 1,. . . ,p). For this reason, (5) may be regarded as an unrestricted 
generalized autoregression of order p or, in short, a GAR(p,p) model. A GAR(p,r) model 
with P < p excludes monomials of degrees P + 1 and higher. In the special case of P = 1, the 
GAR(p,l) model coincides with a linear, autoregressive model of order p, i.e., 
P 
Yt = Et + C Ayt-i. (6) 
i=l 
Adopting a bilinear model amounts to imposing exclusion, as well as smoothness restric- 
tions, on the GAR coefficients in (4). Consider, for example, the univariate, stationary and 
invertible bilinear model 
Its infinite “autoregressive 
Y: = Et + ayt-IEt-1. 
representation” is given by 
00 k 
(7) 
Yt = et - cc--a)” n Yt-i, 
k=l i=l 
(8) 
which is a special case of (4) and can be approximated by a finite-order GAR model. (See 
[4] for the relationship between GAR’s and various other specific types of nonlinear models.) 
While the estimation of univariate, nonlinear models is often a nontrivial task, GAR 
models are linear in their parameters and, apart from the additive noise term, have RHS 
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variables that are observable or can be computed from observable variables. This enables 
us to use linear least-squares methods to estimate (univariate or multivariate) GAR models. 
To set up the least-squares estimation, rewrite (5) as 
Yt = Et + 2 f: Mk,iZk,$), (9) 
k=l i=l 
where the definitions of Mk,i and zg,i(t) are implied by (5). Linear regression techniques 
can be used to estimate the coefficient matrices Mk,j. 
3. STATE SPACE REPRESENTATION 
As is demonstrated in [S], one can derive a state space model from (5) or (9) which is of 
the form 
r m 
rttqt - -AZtlt_l •k c Bkyik) + c Nk,iZtlt-l?(t 
k=l i=l 
Yt =c qt-I + Et, 
where yik) is obtained by raising each component of vector yt to the k-th power; and zrlt_l 
denotes the state vector at time 1 given the history of past realization, yt_i, yt_z, . . . . The 
state space representation is particularly useful for generating one-step-ahead and multi- 
step-ahead predictions. 
As demonstrated in [S], the system matrices A,Nl,l, . . . rNr,mrB~, . . . , B,, C can be ob- 
tained by factorizing a so-called “generalized Hankel matrix,” 31, which is constructed from 
the estimated parameters Mk,i, (i = 1,. . . ,p, k = 1,. . . , r). The rank of Z determines the 
dimension of the state vector. In stochastic settings, the rank of 31 has to be estimated. 
If the factorization of H is achieved by singular value decomposition (SVD), one obtains a 
state space model that amounts to what is referred to as a “balanced realization” in the 
context of linear systems (see [S]). S everal of the advantageous features associated with 
linear balanced realizations (see [SJ), such as the nestedness property, also hold for nonlinear 







The fact that the model is linear in its parameters simplifies the estimation step con- 
siderably, especially in multivariate settings, where the identification and estimation 
of linear ARMA models is already nontrivial. Since a GAR model may be inter- 
preted as a (truncated) “autoregressive representation” of a general nonlinear time 
series process, one can make arguments in favor of, or against, GAR models that are 
similar to the ones made for linear vector autoregressive models. 
In the presence of small samples, the overparameterization problem is obviously a 
serious issue with GAR models, in particular for multivariate processes. Strategies 
for tackling this problem are discussed in [4]. 
Various applications of GAR’s and comparisons with linear autoregressions and 
ARMA models are reported in [4]. 
Procedures for identifying the parameters p and T of a GAR(p, r) model from data 
are currently under investigation. 
Throughout the exposition, it was assumed that the GAR model is globally valid. 
In some situations, it may be appropriate to specify different parameter values for 
different regions in the state space. In this case, (9) would become 
Yt = ‘j,t + 2 2 Mj,k,i zk,i(t), if yr E Rj, (10) 
k=l i=l 
where yt = (Y:_~, . . . , yi_,)’ and Rj denotes a subset of E”P. An analogous repre- 
sentation can be specified for the state space representation of a GAR model. 
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